Physical Literacy Document

Jordan McConnell ~ Nick Foley ~ Heather A Barker

At Move for Inclusion, we believe that everyone - regardless of their ability - has the right to
participate in physical activity. This document supports the belief that every individual deserves to be
included in and benefit from the importance of movement, based on our ideology that every person, no
matter their physical and cognitive ability deserves the right to play, to be respect and included.
Throughout this document, the term “Exceptionalities” is used in place of the term “Disability”.
The reason for this is because we at Move for Inclusion feel that there is no such thing as a disability
—we all have exceptionalities, in fact, those exceptionalities contribute to the people we are. We
believe that these exceptionalities are what make us unique and inclusive.
Physical Literacy Defined
Individuals who are physically literate, move with competence and confidence in a wide variety
of physical activities in multiple environments that benefit the healthy development of the whole
person.http://www.phecanada.ca/programs/physical-literacy/what-physical-literacy
We would like to acknowledge the great work of the PISE organization. Many of the games in the
Move For Inclusion program were adapted from the PISE catalogue. Move for Inclusion added to
some of the games by suggesting tips, game variations and adaptations. We would also like to
acknowledge the fact that this is very much a working document. We understand that as varied
exceptionalities require different needs, there will be further adaptations and options required. Although
we did our best to reach the needs of as many people as possible, we recognize that there is always
room for more adaptations. Therefore, we welcome any feedback as it is our desire to continue to make
this document even more inclusive.
Why These Games Were Chosen
These games were chosen because they are naturally inclusive. They focus on maximum
engagement and participation versus winning and losing. Many of these games have loose rules and
objectives, making it easy to adapt the games to match the skill range of the group you are working
with.
Common challenges that teachers/leaders face when facilitating physical activity are adapting the
games to suit the needs of children who use wheelchairs or have mobility challenges, as well providing
for the need of children with cognitive or sensory exceptionalities. The following are some general
suggestions for adapting physical activity games based on common diagnosis/challenges in the group.
General suggestions for Adaption:
Sensory
Sound Sensitivity:
If the game involves verbal cues, try to use visual cues as well. This will change the game, but also
require the students to pay attention to multiple things. Limiting the amount of sound for someone with
heightened sensitivity to sound in the area (gymnasium) will hopefully make the experience more
positive. For example: use only red/green light with no verbal cues; for animal games remind then
children that we are acting like these animals with no noises “using only our bodies”. On a game where
you are to give children a signal to find a partner, or location in the gym, consider flickering the light
instead of a whistle or yelling.

Deaf
Demonstrate everything.
While explaining, face the direction of the child so they can read your lips as much as they can.
Instead of a whistle or a stop of music, flick the light in the gym to indicate “stop”. Do both if it is
possible so the other children continue to use music when the game requires it.
Use as many visual cues as possible (animal pictures, number cards, pinnies for taggers, teach the class
a sign simple cues so when the game play stops the rest of the students can help out).
Tactile
(Touch) Sensitivity:
If the game involves tagging, try having the taggers use a foam ball to tag with instead of their hand, or
have all the students wear a flag from the back of their pants/pocket for the taggers to grab.
Wheelchair and/or Mobility
In any game requiring lower body movement incorporate an upper body movement as well.
Balancing have participant try to hold their arms straight out to their side. Or place a chair nearby for
participant to move and hold on to while they practice balancing.
Jumping Have participant swing their arms as if they were jumping, or have them start with their arms
down and put them as straight up as possible.
Jumping over or moving under objects If you can, adapt the activity for the participant to maneuver
around an object instead over/under. If the participant has mobility problems and jumping is a
challenge, put the hurdle or skipping rope directly on the floor, so participant can step over it or make a
small jump over it.
Using mats as a safe zone in tag Create the zone with chalk, pylons/cones, skipping ropes, etc.
Picking up objects off the floor Have some chairs and/or tables placed around the area so when the
participant gets to the object they will be able to reach it safely.
Cognitive Exceptionality
Make instructions as clear as possible.
Demonstrate to the group exactly what you want them to do.
Use visual cues. (Moving like animals: show a picture of the animal)
If there are a few versions of the game, pick the straightest forward of games.
Kilometers Traveled
Every game has a legend outlining the amount of kilometres the students would have traveled per every
minute they participate in the activities. The legend is easily calculated in an example below.
Calculating the distance your class has traveled through participation is a fun way to measure the
distance of their movement. This however, is completely optional and by no means necessary to
experience the scope of the program.

Level 1 - Red Level 2- Blue Level 3 - Green
Calculations:
Each participant who does level of intensity multiplied by the number of participants in the class equals
your class kilometers for that day.
Example:
Level 3 intensity @ 10 minutes = 7km x 25 students = 175km traveled by class
Move For Inclusion is a program that has developed with a single goal. This goal is to provide through
movement an inclusive environment that accepts all people of all abilities. We hope to assist in
providing an environment for all young people to move and grow through play. Move For Inclusion’s
physical literacy document, like many in Canada is a document that provides the tools to schools to
help with allowing children the ability to play together. Recognizing that there are many programs
available to schools and organizations which bring an element of inclusiveness; our hope is that Move
For Inclusion’s Physical Literacy Document can be used in the same manner either as a stand-alone
program or as an addition to currently-running program within your organization.
We would like to thank you for taking part in Move for Inclusion’s Physical Literacy Document; we
encourage you to share this document if you feel it can be of service to a school or organization that
you think will benefit from this service. Thank you for contributing to making your environment
inclusive we salute you on your belief of accepting all people and their capabilities without bias.
Yours in inclusion,

Move for Inclusion

Kindergarten & Grade 1

Jordan McConnell ~ Nick Foley ~ Heather A Barker

1) Active Animal Adventure

Level 1

Skills

Equipment

Adaptations

Balance
Coordination
Flexibility
Various LMS

Photos of animals
(optional)

WC/M

10 minutes of activity
= 3 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students spread out at one end of the gym
or playing area
The teacher or leader then calls out the
name of an animal (below)
Students then move towards the opposite
end of the space performing the animal
Try to pick a fundamental movement skill
for each animal

Adaption/Variations:
With two leaders/teachers – have eacg
stands at the opposite ends of the gym.
• One teacher secretly shows the students a
photo of an animal.
• Have the other teacher/leader guess what
animal the children are moving as.
• Once the teacher guesses corrently, the
students then run back to the start.
*Students love when teacher/leader act stumped.
• Using visual aides is beneficial when
explaining this task to younger children
who may not know how each animal
moves.
• (WC/M)
◦ Students with arm function can still
move around using their upper body to
mimic the animal. (e.g. Snake – Use
arms to mimic snake, Rabbit/Frog –
swing arms like you're going to jump.)
•

Flamingo (balance): Take two or three steps and balance on one foot for two seconds, remind
students to alternate legs. “hold your arms out like a plane to help keep your balance”
Frog (jumping): From a crouched position with hands on the floor, jump forward.
Bear (coordination/flexibility): With both feet and hands on the floor, walk forward. Remind
students to keep their legs straight and their bum up in the air.
Rabbit: two-foot jump.
Monkey (skipping): Remind the kids they are to step with one foot, then hop with the same
foot, alternating feet. “step, hop – step, hop”
Eagle: Galloping : Pick one foot to always be in front, do not let the back foot catch the front
foot
Cheetah: Running
Crab (shuffle): Remind the kids to face the sidewall, make sure they always stay facing that
wall while shuffling to the other end “never cross your feet”, “step, together, step, together”
or “pretend your belly button is an eye ball and that eye ball always needs to be looking at the
wall” WC: Wheel Chair

2) Island Safety
Skills

LEVEL 2
Adaptations

Spatial Awareness
Running
Various LMS

Equipment

10 minutes of activity

Pinnies
Mats, pylons, skipping
ropes or chalk

= 5 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•
•

•

Adaption/Variations:

Students spread out over the playing area
Designate two students to be “it”
The other students run around the space to
seek safety on the mats that are islands
When a student is on an island they can
only remain there for five seconds
(Teacher is the time keeper)
Once the student gets tagged ask them to
complete three of one skill (jumps, star
jumps, jumping jacks etc.)

•
•
•

•

•

•

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

Increase or decrease amount of time they
are allowed to be on the island.
If the students are too young to understand
being “it’ – the teacher should be it.
If the concept of having taggers is too
difficult continue to have the participants
moving around in various LMS
When the leader calls “get on an island”
all students must get to an island as
quickly as possible
(S)
◦ Have the taggers use a foam ball
instead of their hand – remind them to
tag, not throw the ball
◦ Or – have students wear a pinnie or
flag from the back of their
pants/pocket for the taggers to grab
(WC/M)
◦ To create islands, use pylons and lines
or sidewalk chalk

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

3) Number Hop

LEVEL 3

Skills

Adaptations

Equipment

10 minutes of activity

Spatial Awareness
Various LMS

WC/M

Printed Numbers or
Chalk

= 7 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•

•
•

•
•

Adaption/Variations:

Put the numbers 1-10 in the playing area
(using chalk or printed numbers)
Ask students to start moving around the
area (using various fundamental
movements)
When you call “find a number!” everyone
must find a number
The teacher then selects a child and asks
them to name the number they are standing
beside
All students then have to do that many of
something
Example- jumps, star jumps, standing on
one foot for five seconds, frog jumps,
jumping jacks, touch three different walls
etc.

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

•

(WC/M)
◦ Have students do the upper body
movements.
(WC/M)
◦ If the student has low function in their
upper body have students touch x
walls, so that student in chair can
follow doing the same thing or do
simple movements so they can still
participate
◦ High five x number of students, find x
number of lines in the gym

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

4) Beanbag Body Part Freeze
Skills

Adaptations

Balance
Coordination
Spatial Awareness
Various LMS

WC/M

LEVEL 3
Equipment

10 minutes of activity

Beanbags
Chair/Table (if needed)

= 7 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•

•

Adaption/Variations:

Students begin by placing a beanbag
anywhere in the playing area
They then begin to move around in the
movement indicated by leader (e.g. walk,
jump, gallop, shuffle, hop, etc.)
When the leader says a body part, students
must find a beanbag and place the
indicated body-part on that beanbag as fast
as they can (e.g. elbow, knee, belly button,
forehead)

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

•

(WC/M)
◦ If a student has difficulty getting up
and down – set up a chair or table to
lean on while balancing or so they only
have to bend half way if asked to put
their elbow or forehead on a bean bag
(WC/M)
◦ If a student uses a WC, allow them to
hold on to a beanbag and complete the
upper body movements after finding a
beanbag

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

5) Garbage Collector

LEVEL 2

Skills

Adaptations

Equipment

Spatial Awareness
Various LMS

WC/M

Balls of various sizes
Beanbags
Pylons/cones
Skipping ropes
Bowling pins/blocks
Anything that is small
enough for the kids to
carry safely
Bin

How to Play
•

•

•
•

= 5 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

Adaption/Variations:

The teacher and/or students put various
pieces of equipment all around the playing
area
Students move around the room
performing various movement skills (e.g.
walking, jumping, hopping, skipping) to
collect “garbage” to put back in garbage
bin (equipment bag)
Students can only bring back 1 item at a
time.
Suggested Equipment or “garbage”
includes Bowling pins, beanbags, tennis
balls, foam balls, skipping ropes, pylons,
or anything

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

10 minutes of activity

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

(WC/M)
◦ Use chairs and tables to put the
“garbage” on so that they can grab it

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

6) Copy Cat

LEVEL 1

Skills

Adaptations

Equipment

Various LMS

None Needed

None Needed

10 minutes of activity
= 3 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

Adaption/Variations:

Have all the students spread out in their
own personal space
The leader starts out as the "cat" that all
the students want to copy Start with basic
stationary movements - marching,
stomping, clapping, and swinging your
arms etc
Start off slowly doing your movements
then to challenge the students move a little
faster
Once all the students are successfully
copying you, start moving around
You need to really emphasize every one
stays in their own space and does not
touch anyone else
Next, start moving all over the gym using
different movements Once the students get
the hang of copy cat ask for volunteers to
be the "cat"
Students usually come up with the best
moves that are really creative
Take turns so that everyone that wants to
gets a chance to be the "cat"

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

Students can play the game with
movement to different areas of the playing
surface (different walls, corners, move
backwards or forward etc.) as well as
stationary movements (jumping jacks,
hoping on one foot etc).

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

7) Airplanes

LEVEL 1

Skills

Adaptations

Equipment

10 minutes of activity

Running
Spatial Awareness

S
WC

Hoops
Beanbag

= 3 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Adaption/Variations:

Students sit or kneel inside their hula-hoop
Tell them they are going to pretend to be
riding in an airplane (or they can be the
pilots)
They can think of a place they want to fly
to
Show them how to:
TAKE OFF (slowly stand up and
accelerate)
FLY (lift hula hoops above their heads and
jog around) and
LAND (decelerate and return to kneeling
position inside of hoops)

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•
•

•

•

This game is not dependent on Hula Hoops
If they are not available - the students can
pretend they are planes by acting like one
A beanbag on the floor can mark where
they are parking
(WC/M):
◦ If a student uses a WC, have them
push the wheels twice then hold the
hoop up over their head - then repeat
(S)
◦ Students can pretend they are gliders,
in which sound is not necessary

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

8) Red Light, Green Light

LEVEL 1

Skills

Adaptations

Equipment

10 minutes of activity

Jumping
Hopping
Balance
Running
Coordination

WC/M

Something red, green
and yellow (pinnies or
cones etc)

= 3 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•

•

Adaption/Variations:

The teacher/leader stands at one side of the
playing area
When leader holds up:
◦ GREEN, the kids move forward
(walking, running, jumping, etc.)
◦ YELLOW – kids balance on one foot
◦ RED – kids have to freeze
If you get caught moving on red you have
to do back to the beginning

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

(WC/M):
◦ Have students who cannot stand on
one foot or use a WC to put their arms
out to the side “like a bird or plane”
◦ Instead of balancing on the yellow
signal, ask them to hop on one foot on
the spot, or jump with two feet forward
on a red signal

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

9) Musical Line Statues:

LEVEL 2

Skills

Adaptations

Equipment

10 minutes of activity

Balance
Various LMS

None Needed

Music (if needed)

= 5 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adaption/Variations:

Children find a spot on any line on the
gym floor
Allow a reasonable amount of time and
then instruct them to "freeze."
Start the music
The children walk forward, following lines
on the floor
Stop the music
The children freeze like statues
Comment on the "great statues" as they
freeze without moving
As the activity continues, challenge
students to travel on the lines using
different locomotor skills

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•
•

•

•

Instead of having teacher choose ask
student to pick next statue.
Challenge the students to make sure their
feet are on a line once the teacher yells
“freeze” – if their feet are off the line they
get to do two (or any number) jumps or
star jumps etc.
Change the movement skill for the
students to help their fundamental
movement skills and ask them to only
move along a line on the gym floor.
If it is too difficult for children to move
around in different LMS, ask them to
move around everywhere and do not worry
about staying on the line before asking
them to freeze

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

10) Pathfinder

LEVEL 1

Skills

Adaptations

Equipment

10 minutes of activity

Spatial Awareness
Various LMS

WC/M

Beanbags
Die or Deck of cards

= 3 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

Howto Play
•
•
•
•

Beanbags are scattered around the playing
area
Children begin at their “home” beanbag
The leader calls out numbers
Students must then skip around and touch
the indicated number of beanbags before
returning back to their “home.”

Adaption/Variations:
•

•
•

(WC/M) Students don’t necessarily have
to touch the bean bag with their hand –
they can touch the bean bag with their foot
or chair.
Use number cards or hand gestures to
facilitate the number of beanbags.
Use a “Die” to determine the amount of
beanbags to touch or a deck of cards

11) Obstacle Course

LEVEL 3

Skills

Adaptations

Equipment

Balance
Coordination
Crouching/crawling

WC/M

Sticks & Pylons (to
make hurdles to crawl
under)
Ropes
Bean bags
Mats
Objects to jump over
Hoops

How to Play
•

•
•

•

= 7 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

Adaptations

Arrange a variety of equipment in circuit
style around gym for children to run, jump
over, around, and through
This allows students to go through the
obstacles at their own pace
You can add hurdles if you like. Go from
low / med / high as frog, rabbit, and
kangaroo (respectively)
Use rope, blocks, and hurdles

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

10 minutes of activity

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

(WC/M) If you have any students in WC
or who have difficulty jumping – try to
make more obstacles to go around, like
pylons, touch different numbers on the
wall or add beanbags to balance on their
head/hand/shoulder while walking on a
straight line.

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

12) Connect It
Skills

LEVEL 1
Adaptations

Equipment

Balance
Coordination

10 minutes of activity

None needed

= 3 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•

•

Adaption/Variations:

Students walk freely about the area
On a signal, they stop and listen to the
coach/ teacher calling out two body parts,
which each child then has to join together
Examples include: elbow to knee, hand to
foot, foot to foot, hand to shoulder, head to
hand, knee to ankle, foot to head

•
•

•
•

•
•

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

For students that understand this concept,
introduce a more challenging version.
Students continue to walk freely, on a
signal they stop and need to find a partner
or group of three depending on their task.
The teacher the, which body parts and how
many need to be joined together.
E.g.
◦ 3 knees & 3 elbow
◦ 1 hand and 3 shoulders and 1 elbow or
2 hips
◦ 2 knees and 2 feet.
You can make this as challenging as the
group needs.
If the students are doing the bare minimum
– remind them that creativity style points
count.

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

13) Colour Match
Skills

LEVEL 2
Adaptations

Equipment

WC/M

Pick equipment that you
have the most of 4
colours.
Various size balls
Beanbags
Small equipment.
Crumpled up
construction paper

Running
Various LMS

How to Play
•

•
•

•
•

= 5 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

Adaption/Variations:

Place all of the beanbags and coloured
equipment (pick four colours) in the centre
of the gym
Have four different colours of hoops in the
four corners of the gym
Children have to move any way (except
running) to place a beanbag or block in the
matching coloured hoop
They can only move one item at a time!
Have them bring all the blocks back in the
middle and try again with a different
movement (ex. skipping)

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

10 minutes of activity

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

( WC/M)
◦ Place the equipment on benches,
tables or chairs to the students can
reach the equipment

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

14) Clean House

LEVEL 2

Skills

Adaptations

Equipment

10 minutes of activity

Throwing or Kicking
Running

WC

Foam balls
Pylons to line the
middle of the playing
area.

= 5 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•

•

•

•
•

Adaption/Variations:

Split the group into two teams by using the
centre line of the gym as their area or
“house”
Teams must clear balls from their side of
gym to the other (by throwing them) in a
certain time frame (e.g. 2 min)
At the end of two minutes count how
many balls are on each side; the least
amount wins
Note: foam balls work well in case
someone gets hit by accident
Stress that kids are trying to throw balls
into an open space and not at people

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

•
•
•

(WC):
◦ Remind students that everyone on the
team MUST throw the ball at least five
times in order to complete the round
◦ This will make sure all students are
encouraged to throw and some students
may have to help pick up the balls for a
student that uses a WC
Try playing this game while practicing
kicking.
Use foam balls or balloons if the skills and
coordination is in need of development
Remind the kids that they are playing with
“hands only” or “feet only”

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

15) TAG

LEVEL 2

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

10 minutes of activity

Spatial Awareness
Running
Various LMS

WC
S

Foam balls (optional)

= 5 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play

Adaption/Variations:

If tag is new to the students it is recommended
that the teacher or leader is it until they understand

•

•

Balance Tag or Flamingo Tag
◦ Leaders are it and will try to catch all
the kids Kids run around the playing
area
◦ To be ‘safe’ kids can balance on one
foot like a flamingo
◦ You can only balance for three seconds
and then you have to run around again

•

•

Jump Tag:
◦ If tagged, must do five vertical jumps
before you are free.

•

Kangaroo Tag:
◦ If tagged, you must jump on the spot
like a kangaroo until someone else
comes and gives you a high five

(WC)
◦ Students can put both hands on their
head.
(S)
◦ Use a foam ball to tag with

.

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

Grades 2 & 3

Jordan McConnell ~ Nick Foley ~ Heather A Barker

1) Who’s the Leader

LEVEL 1

Skills

Adaptations

Equipment

Various

None needed

None needed

10 minutes of activity
= 3 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have students all stay in one space, while the child guessing leaves
Have the adult pick a ‘secret leader’ to lead the activity
Once the leader is picked, he or she will (while still in a circle) start moving
All other peers participating will follow the leader in what he or she is doing, without telling
the child guessing
The child guessing comes back to the group and observes who she thinks is the leader
The old leader will then become the child guessing and a new leader is chosen
Movements: Hopping, Jumping, Dancing, Jumping jacks, being a super hero, moving like a
chicken

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

2) Island Safety

LEVEL 2

Skills

Adaptations

Equipment

10 minutes of activity

Spatial Awareness
Running
Various LMS

WC/M
S

Pinnies
Mats
pylons
skipping ropes or chalk

= 5 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•
•

•

Adaption/Variations

Students spread out over the playing area
Designate two students to be “it”
The other students run around the space to
seek safety on the mats that are islands
When a student is on an island they can
only remain there for five seconds
(Teacher is the time keeper)
Once the student gets tagged ask them to
complete three of one skill (jumps, star
jumps, jumping jacks etc.)

•
•
•

•

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

Increase or decrease amount of time they
are allowed to be on the island.
If the students are too young to understand
being “it’ – the teacher should be it.
(S)
◦ Have the taggers use a foam ball
instead of their hand – remind them to
tag, not throw the ball. Or – have
students wear a pinnie or flag from the
back of their pants/pocket for the
taggers to grab.
(WC/M)
◦ To create islands, use pylons and lines
or sidewalk chalk.

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

3) Number Hop

LEVEL 3

Skills

Adaptations

Equipment

10 minutes of activity

Spatial Awareness
Various LMS

WC/M

Printed Numbers or
Chalk

= 7 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•

•
•

•
•

Adaption/Variations:

Put the numbers 1-10 in the playing area
(using chalk or printed numbers)
Ask students to start moving around the
area (using various fundamental
movements)
When you call “find a number!” everyone
must find a number
The teacher then selects a child and asks
them to name the number they are standing
beside
All students then have to do that many of
something
Example- jumps, star jumps, standing on
one foot for five seconds, frog jumps,
jumping jacks, touch three different walls
etc.

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

•

(WC/M)
◦ Have students do the upper body
movements.
(WC/M)
◦ If the student has low function in their
upper body have students touch x
walls, so that student in chair can
follow doing the same thing or do
simple movements so they can still
participate
◦ High five x number of students, find x
number of lines in the gym.

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

4) Beanbag Body Part Freeze

LEVEL 2

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

10 minutes of activity

Balance
Coordination
Spatial Awareness
Various LMS

WC/M

Beanbags
Chair/Table (if needed)

= 5 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•

•

Adaption/Variations:

Students begin by placing a beanbag
anywhere in the playing area
They then begin to move around in the
movement indicated by leader (e.g. walk,
jump, gallop, shuffle, hop, etc.)
When the leader says a body part, students
must find a beanbag and place the
indicated body-part on that beanbag as fast
as they can (e.g. elbow, knee, belly button,
forehead)

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

•

(WC/M)
◦ If a student has difficulty getting up
and down – set up a chair or table to
lean on while balancing or so they only
have to bend half way if asked to put
your elbow or forehead on a bean bag.
(WC/M)
◦ If a student uses a WC, allow them to
hold on to a beanbag and complete the
upper body movements after finding a
beanbag on the floor just like everyone
else.

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

5) Canadian Tail Dogs:

LEVEL 2

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

Running
Agility
Coordination

WC/M

Pinnies or flags

10 minutes of activity
= 5 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•

•
•

Adaption/Variations:

Students try to run from one end line to the
other without getting their “tail” (flag
tucked into shorts) pulled out by the two
“Canadians” in the centre
(Very similar to British Bulldog but with
flags)
Once your tail is snagged – you become a
“Canadian” in the middle.

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

(WC/M)
◦ If a student uses a WC tuck the flag
onto a spot on their chair.

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

6) Tails

LEVEL 3

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

10 minutes of activity

Skills
Running
Agility
Spatial Awareness

WC/M

Pinnies and/or flags

= 7 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•

•

•

Adaption/Variations:

Give all students a flag or pinnie to hang
from the back of their pants/shorts
Decide how the players should chase each
other either running, hopping, jumping, or
skipping
On a signal, they begin chasing each other
in an effort to snatch their classmate’s tail
while at the same time protecting their
own tail
If a student gets caught, have them do five
jumping jacks to get back in the game

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

•

(WC/M)
◦ Have the student clap their hands over
their head five times, bringing their
arms down in between each clap
instead of jumping jacks
With older or mature groups
◦ change the objective of the game to
collect as many tails as possible in the
allotted time.
◦ If your tail gets stolen you are still in
the game.
◦ If you have enough pinnies or flags let
each participant start with two tails.
◦ When the game starts you can only
take one tail from someone at a time.

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

7) 6 Corners

LEVEL 2

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

10 minutes of activity

Skills
Running
Various LMS

None

Die
Movement cards/visuals = 5 KM
Number cards for the
X ____________
corner
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Adaption/Variations:

Number the corner and two sides of the
room one through six
Everyone travels in the same way and in
the same direction
Choose the locomotor skills for the
children (ex. skipping, galloping, etc.)
When the music starts the students travel
around the room in the given way
When the music stops everyone has five
seconds to get to a named corner
When all of the students are in a corner the
teacher rolls the die
When the number comes up that corner
comes to the middle and does ten of
something (ex. sit-ups)
Start the music when they finish and repeat

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

Instead of using numbers – label the
corners using colours if you have a colour
die

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

8) Red Light, Green Light

LEVEL 1

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

10 minutes of activity

Various LMS

WC/M

Something red, green
and yellow (pinnies,
cones etc)

= 3 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adaption/Variations:

The teacher/leader stands at one side of the
playing area
When leader holds up:
GREEN, the kids move forward (walking,
running, jumping, etc.)
YELLOW – kids balance on one foot
RED – kids have to freeze
If you get caught moving on red you have
to do back to the beginning

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

(WC/M):
◦ Have students put their arms out to the
side or flap their arms

•

Instead of balancing on a the yellow
signal, ask them to hop on one foot on the
spot, or jump with two feet forward on a
red signal

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

9) Corner Squirrels

LEVEL 2

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

10 minutes of activity

Running
Spatial Awareness
Agility

WC/M

Hoops or buckets
Beanbags or balls

= 5 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•

•
•

•

Adaption/Variations:

Divide the group into four teams
Put a hoop in each corner of the gym with
5-10 beanbags in each hoop
Teams must try to steal other teams’ “nuts”
(beanbags) from their hoop and bring them
to their own hoop
Put a two minute time limit on each round
as this game is very tiring
Remind the students that they are only
allowed to take one beanbag at a time and
there is no protecting their corner
The only way to help their team is to keep
moving and taking beanbags from other
corners

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

•

(WC/M)
◦ Use chairs and tables to put the “nuts”
on so that students can reach it
Change the skill
◦ instead of running have them practice
different LMS like skipping, galloping,
shuffling or jumping and hopping
◦ If you choose jumping or hopping –
make sure the playing area isn’t too
large
◦ Bring the corner hoops in closer to
centre

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

10) Alphabet Fun

LEVEL 3

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

10 minutes of activity

Various LMS
Spatial Awareness

None Needed

Printed letters of the
alphabet

= 7 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•

Tape letters around the gym
students must run or move in different
locomotive ways (skip, hop, gallop, etc.)
to letter to spell various words

•

Adaption/Variations:

•

Have a bucket of paper with words printed
on them or words written on the chalk
board for the students to choose from so
they all have different words and are
moving in different directions.
In-between asking the students to perform
different movement skills - ask them to
find a letter
Once the students move beside the letters
ask two or three students what letter they
are beside and a word that starts with that
letter
In addition to asking the students a word
that starts with the specific letter – you ask
them to keep the words within a certain
theme
◦ Examples- name a word that starts
with the letter __ that is…. anything
healthy, something about the solar
system or whatever topic you may be
covering in your classroom.

•

•

•

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

11) Rainbow

LEVEL 2

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

Agility
Running

None Needed

None Needed

10 minutes of activity
= 5 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•
•

Similar to British Bulldog – all students start at one end line and try to get to the other end line
of the gym (or playing area) without being tagged
The person in the middle calls out a colour - if you have that colour on your pants or shirt you
get a “free walk” to the other side
If you do NOT have that colour on, you must run to the other side without getting tagged
Once you get tagged you are in the middle

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

12) Connect It

LEVEL 3

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

Balance
Coordination

None needed

None needed

10 minutes of activity
= 7 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•

•

Adaption/Variations:

Students move freely about the area
On a signal, they stop and listen to the
coach/ teacher calling out two body parts,
which each child then has to join together
Examples include:
◦ elbow to knee
◦ hand to foot
◦ foot to foot
◦ hand to shoulder
◦ head to hand
◦ knee to ankle
◦ foot to head

•
•

•
•

•
•

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

For students that understand this concept,
introduce a more challenging version
Students continue to move freely, on a
signal they stop and need to find a partner
or group of three depending on their task
The teacher explains which body parts and
how many need to be joined together.
E.g.
◦ 3 knees & 3 elbows
◦ 1 hand and 3 shoulders and 1 elbow or
2 hips
◦ 2 knees and 2 feet
You can make this as challenging as the
group needs.
If the students are doing the bare minimum
– remind them that creativity counts!

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

13) Pirate Ship

LEVEL 3

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

10 minutes of activity

Running
Agility

WC/M

Printed picture/symbols

= 7 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•

Adaption/Variations:

Start by having the participants give you
their best pirate impression
Call out words on the list provided and
have the kids perform those actions
Try to mix it up and really get them
moving- this is a really good warm up
activity
◦ Stern – participants run to the back of
the ‘ship’
◦ Bow – participants run to the front of
the ‘ship’
◦ Life Boat – participants must find a
group of three and sit in a straight line
paddling their life boat
◦ Parrot – participants must balance on
one foot with their arms out to the side
like wings
◦ Walk the plank – participants must
walk a straight line (4 steps) then jump
off the plank
◦ Captain’s daughter – participants must
find a partner; while one partner
balances on one knee the other partner
sits on that knee
◦ Life jackets – participants must find a
partner and sit back to back linking
arms
◦ Captain’s coming – salute
◦ Torpedo – children lie straight out on
stomach
◦ Scrub the deck – on hands and knees
pretending to scrub the floor
M: Mobility challenges

FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

(WC/M)
◦ Parrot- students put arms out the side
◦ Life Jackets – have student link one
arm with another student
◦ Torpedo – have students stretch their
arms out forward as long as they are
comfortable if using a WC
◦ Scrub the Deck – continue to do upper
body movements if student cannot get
up and down
◦ Walk the plank – participants must
move a straight line (4 steps) then use
upper body to “dive-in” (eg: plug nose,
make “swimming arms”)

•

Add Starboard (right side of ship) and Port
(left side of ship) into the mix as well as
Man Overboard and add a jumping
movement

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

14) Clean House
Skills

LEVEL 2
Adaptation

Equiptment

Throwing
Running
Defending

10 minutes of activity

Foam balls

= 5 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•

•

•

•
•

Adaption/Variations:

Split the group into two teams by using the
centre line of the gym as their area or
“house”
Teams must clear balls from their side of
gym to the other (by throwing them) in a
certain time frame (e.g. 2 min)
At the end of two minutes count how
many balls are on each side; the least
amount wins
Note: foam balls work well in case
someone gets hit by accident
Stress that kids are trying to throw balls
into an open space and not at people

•

(WC):
◦ Remind students that everyone on the
team MUST throw the ball at least five
times in order to complete the round
◦ This will make sure all students are
encouraged to throw and some students
may have to help pick up the balls for a
student that uses a WC

•

Remind the kids that they are playing with
“hands only” – no kicking
Add a new element- “Wall Ball” –
continue the clean house game as normal,
but now each team must try and hit the
other teams end wall while trying to
defend their own

•

•

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

You can play by rewarding 1 point for
every ball that hits the wall
◦ In this game most children forget about
the points and rarely keep track of
them
◦ Suggest to them to keep track of their
own points

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

15) True or False

LEVEL 1

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

10 minutes of activity

Running
Agility

WC/M

Cones/Pylons for the
start and end lines if you = 3 KM
aren’t playing in the
X ____________
gym
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•

•
•
•

•

Adaption/Variations:

The players are divided into two equal
teams standing on either side of a center
line (1m or 1.5m apart)
One of these is the "True" team and the
other is the "False" team
Each team has a goal (or safe line) on
either side of the center line
When the leader gives a true statement,
such as "Grass is Green", the true players
run for their goal, chased by the false team
If tagged, the members of the true team
become members of the false team (and
jvice versa)

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

(WC):
◦ Have the other students practice
hopping or jumping to create a more
even speed if possible.

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

Grades 4, 5 & 6

Jordan McConnell ~ Nick Foley ~ Heather A Barker

1) Who’s the Leader ?

LEVEL 1

Skillls

Adaptations

Equiptment

Various

None Needed

None Needed

10 minutes of activity
= 3 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have students all stay in one space, while the child guessing leaves
Have the adult pick a ‘secret leader’ to lead the activity
Once the leader is picked, he or she will (while still in a circle) start moving
All other peers participating will follow the leader in what he or she is doing, without telling
the child guessing
The child guessing comes back to the group and observes who she thinks is the leader
The old leader will then become the child guessing and a new leader is chosen
Movements: Hopping, Jumping, Dancing, Jumping Jacks, Super Hero

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

LEVEL 2

2) Skittles
Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

10 minutes of activity

Running
Throwing
Defending

WC/M

Foam balls
Bowling pins or blocks

= 5 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•

Adaption/Variations:

Split the class into two teams with one on
each side of the gym (like dodge ball)
Use as many foam balls as you have
Each team must try to knock down the
other teams 12 pins spread out across gym
end line while also defending their own

•

•

•

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

Change the game up by letting the students
place their pins wherever they want (its
just cant be leaning against the wall) Or –
If you are playing in the gym with
basketball nets at either end – tell the
students that they can try to get the ball in
the basket.
◦ IF they get a basket - the game pauses
and the student that made the basket
gets a free shot at the pins on the floor.
◦ The students on the opposite team
must entirely move out of the way
◦ Once the shot has been taken the game
continues
(WC):
◦ Remind students that everyone on the
team MUST throw the ball at least five
times in order to complete the round.
◦ This will make sure all students are
encouraged to throw and some students
may have to help pick up the balls for a
student that uses a WC

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

3) Cat & Mouse

LEVEL 3

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

Running
Agility
Coordination

M

None Needed

10 minutes of activity
= 7 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adaption/Variations:

Choose a few kids to be ‘it’
The other players find a start position
(stationary)
Select two players to be the runners
One is the cat (it), the other is the mouse
When the whistle blows, the cat tries to
catch the mouse
The mouse should then be running towards
a stationary player
The stationary player must now run and be
the mouse
If the cat catches the mouse – their roles
change

•

•

•

•

•

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

Once the group understands the concept,
add more cats and mice so more students
are moving around
When adding more cats and mice it works
better when they are in pairs.
If you have a large group (15+)
◦ have them stand in pairs.
◦ When the mouse goes to a pair they are
to high five or tag the one they are
switching with
Instead of having the stationary (as
individuals or pairs)
◦ participants stand- have them lay on
the floor on their belly
◦ To tag off – the mouse must lay down
beside the person or if they are in pairs
they are to lay down beside the
opposite person they wish to switch
with
◦ If the mouse lays beside one studentthe one on the outside then gets up
(M)
◦ If a student has a difficult time getting
up and down play the standing version

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

4) Canadian Tail Dogs:

LEVEL 1

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

Running
Agility
Coordination

WC/M

Pinnies or flags

10 minutes of activity
= 3 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•

•

Adaption/Variations:

Students try to run from one end line to the
other without getting their “tail” (flag
tucked into shorts) pulled out by the two
“Canadians” in the centre.
(Very similar to British Bulldog but with
flags)

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

(WC/M)
◦ If a student uses a WC tuck the flag
onto a spot on their chair.

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

5) Tails

LEVEL 1

Skills

Adaptation

Equiptment

Running
Agility
Spatial Awareness

WC/C

Pinnies or flags

10 minutes of activity
= 3 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•

•

•

Adaption/Variations:

Give all students a flag or pinnie to hang
from the back of their pants/shorts
Decide how the players should chase each
other either:
◦ running, hopping, jumping, or skipping
On a signal, they begin chasing each other
in an effort to snatch their classmate’s
“tail” while at the same time protecting
their own “tail”
If a student gets caught, have them do five
jumping jacks to get back in the game

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

•

(WC/M)
◦ Have students clap their hands over
their head five times, bringing their
arms down in between each clap
instead of jumping jacks
With older or mature groups:
◦ Change the objective of the game to
collect as many tails as possible in the
allotted time
◦ If your tail gets stolen you are still in
the game
◦ If you have enough pinnies or flags let
each participant start with two tails
◦ When the game starts only one tail
may be taken at a time

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

6) 6 Corners

LEVEL 2

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

Skills
Various LMS

WC

Numbers 1-6
Die
CD/MP3 Player
(optional)
Music (optional)

10 minutes of activity
= 5 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Adaption/Variations:

Number the corner and two sides of the
room 1-6
Everyone travels in the same way and in
the same direction
Choose the locomotor skills for the
children (ex. skipping, galloping, etc.)
When the music starts the students travel
around the room in the given way
When the music stops everyone has 5
seconds to get to a named corner
When all of the students are in a corner the
teacher rolls the die
When the number comes up that corner
comes to the middle and does ten of
something (ex. Sit-ups, jumping jacks)
Start the music when they finish and repeat

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

Instead of using numbers – label the
corners using colours if you have a colour
die

•

(WC): Modify the “middle group
challenges:
◦ Have them alphabet together
◦ sing a song
◦ high five 10 times

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

7) 4 Corner Squirrels

LEVEL 2

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

10 minutes of activity

Running
Spatial Awareness
Agility

WC/M

Hoops or buckets
Beanbags or balls

= 5 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•

•
•

•

Adaption/Variations:

Divide the group into four teams
Put a hoop in each corner of the gym with
5-10 beanbags in each hoop
Teams must try to steal other teams’ “nuts”
(beanbags) from their hoop and bring them
to their own hoop
Put a two minute time limit on each round
as this game is very tiring
Remind the students that they are only
allowed to take one beanbag at a time and
there is no protecting their corner
The only way to help their team is to keep
moving and to taking beanbags from other
corners

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

•

(WC/M)
◦ Use chairs and tables to put the “nuts”
on so that students can reach it.
Change the skill
◦ instead of running have them practice
different LMS like skipping, galloping,
shuffling or jumping and hopping
◦ If you choose jumping or hopping –
make sure the playing area isn’t too
large
◦ Bring the corner hoops in closer to the
centre

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

8) Mirror, Mirror

LEVEL 1

Skills

Adaptations

Equipment

Various LMS

None Needed

None needed

10 minutes of activity
= 3 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•

Have kids pair up. In each pair, one will be the ‘mirror master’ and the other will be the
‘mirror image’
Kids will face each other and the mirror master starts moving however she or he likes and the
mirror image must try to copy this movement
Movement suggestions: tuck jump, jumping jacks, star jump, stork stand, spin, skip, walk or
run on the spot, push ups, plank, etc.

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

9) Grand Portage

LEVEL 3

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

10 minutes of activity

Running
Coordination

WC/M

Bean bags
Hoops (or tables/chairs) = 7 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•

•
•

•

•

•

Adaption/Variations:

Each pair places one hula hoop five meters
from the start line and a second hoop 10
meters from the start
Provide each pair with 5 beanbags
The aim of the game is to move all of the
beanbags from the start line into the
furthest hoop
To start, the first child carries a beanbag to
the closest hoop and returns to the start
line to tag their partner
The second child may choose to move the
beanbag from the closets hoop to the
furthest hoop or to add a second beanbag
to the closest hoop, and so on
Partners take turns running and moving the
beanbags in a relay fashion, one at a time
to the next hoop

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

•
•

•

If the group needs to be challenged add
one or two more hoops to each team (or
pair)
Change up the movement to challenge
participants and practice other skills.
(WC/M)
◦ If a participants is un able to get down
to the floor set up tables or chairs
instead of the hoops for the bean bags
to sit on
For small groups, or mature children
◦ Have one partner blindfolded and the
other student has to guide them on
their turn

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

10) Connect It

LEVEL 1

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

10 minutes of activity

Running
Various LMS

None

Die
Movement cards/visuals = 3 KM
Number cards for the
X ____________
corner
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•

•

Adaption/Variations:

Students move freely about the area
On a signal, they stop and listen to the
coach/ teacher calling out two body parts,
which each child then has to join together
Examples include:
◦ elbow to knee
◦ hand to foot
◦ foot to foot
◦ hand to shoulder
◦ head to hand
◦ knee to ankle
◦ foot to head

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

For students that understand this concept,
introduce a more challenging version:
• Students continue to walk freely
• on a signal they stop and need to find a
partner or group of three depending on
their task
• teacher states which body parts and how
many need to be joined together
• E.g.
◦ 3 knees & 3 elbows
◦ 1 hand and 3 shoulders
◦ 1 elbow or 2 hips
◦ 2 knees and 2 feet
• You can make this as challenging as the
group needs
• If the students are doing the bare minimum
– remind them that creativity counts!

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

11) True or False

LEVEL 1

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

10 minutes of activity

Skills
Running
Agility
Coordination

None

Equipment
Cones (to mark the
lines)

= 3 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•
•
•

•

Adaption/Variations:

The players are divided into 2 equal teams
on either side of a center line
One of these is the "True" team and the
other is the "False" team
Each team has a goal on either side of the
center line
When the leader gives a true statement,
such as "Grass is Green", the true players
run for their goal, chased by the false team
If tagged, the members of the true team
become members of the false team (and
vice versa)

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

•

This game is a good opportunity to create
statements that relate to topics that may be
taught in the classroom.
◦ For example: history, geography, math,
physical education etc.
Change running to a different movement
like jumping or hopping.

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

12) Wall Ball

LEVEL 2

Skills

Adaptations

Equiptment

10 minutes of activity

Agility
Throwing

(WC)

Foam balls
Hoops or targets

= 5 KM
X ____________
# of Students
= ___________KM
total traveled by class

How to Play
•
•

•
•
•

Adaption/Variations:

Split the group into two teams by using the
centre line of the gym as their area
Each team must try and hit the other teams
end wall while trying to defend their own
wall
You can play by rewarding one point for
every ball that hits the wall
In this game most children forget about the
points and rarely keep track of them
Suggest to them to keep track of their own
points

M: Mobility challenges
FMS: Fundamental Movement Skill

|
|

VI: Visual Impairment

|

•

•

(WC):
◦ Remind students that everyone on the
team MUST throw the ball at least five
times in order to complete the round
◦ This will make sure all students are
encouraged to throw and some students
may have to help pick up the balls for a
student that uses a WC
To incorporate other challenges:
◦ put up targets by taping up hoops
◦ by using tape
◦ each target hit is worth more points

HI: Hearing Impairment

|

S: Sensory (touch, auditory etc )

LMS: Locomotor Skills (category of motor skills – walking, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping)

To find more games
Please visit activeforlife.com and access the resources that was used to complete this document.
MEGA – Maximum Engagement in Games and Activities was created by Pacific Institute for Sport
Excellence (PISE) Physical Literacy Department.
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